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                                   ABSTRACT

          With respect to the value of the pressure coethcient of rock-elasticity hitherto

      discussed, the remarkable discrepancy between the values obtained from rock-
      experiments and from the velocity distribution of seismic waves in the Earth's
      interior was fairly reconciled by an analysis of the rock-experiment data by
      considering the relation between the elastiÅëity and density rather than the direct
      treatment of the pressure.
          The pressure coeficient of the bulk inodulus and the velocity of the dilata-
      tional elastic wave with respect to dunite determined from the high presstire
      experiment was ascertained to be in a geod agreement wkh those obtained from
      the velocity distribution ef the seismic wave in the upper mantle. In the present

      article particularly the effect caused by micro-pore space in the rocks upon the
      character of rock-elasticity in a range of cornparatively low pressure is discussed

      in detail,

1. Introeuetion

    The study of the structure and property of the Earth's interior is an important

and attractive field of research in geophysics. Recent develepments in geophysical

techniques have greatly facilitated the observational approach even to the deep centra!

part of the Earth. The Earth structure with respect to the seismlc wave velocity lias

been investigated more and more in detail by the analysis of seismograms obtained at

many well-equipped observatories all over the world. And, moreover, our knowledge

on the elastic property of the Earth has also gradually advanced with that of the

phenofnena of Earth tides and latitude variation. Concerning the density distribution

of the Earth's interior the values as derived from various theoretical and observational

treatments hax7e $hown a fairly good agreement in receRt years. But problem of tem-

perature distribution and the therma! state of the Earth's interior still remains unsolved

due te the lack of knewledge on the interna! distribution of radioactive elements and

to other reasons as well. Even if the structsre and such properties of the Earth's

interior as the existence of discontinuity and the physical quantities of density, pressure,

temperature, elasticity, and seisrr}ic wave velocity were fully clarified, another important

problem may yet remain, i.e., of what is the Earth's interior composed and how does
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this core mateyial under high pressure and temperature behave against both inteyna!

and external stress? In this point ordinary geophysical field observation is generally

powerless for examining the internal dynamics of the Earth. Laboratory experiments

and theoretical considerations of materials undey high pressure and temperature, are

certainly powerful means for this type of investigation especial!y en the phenomena of

plasticity and rupture in the Earth. The properties of plasticity and the modes of

rupture of the material in the Earth may deubtles$ly play an important re}e in the

process of earthquake occurrence, accumulation of seismic energy, crustal deformation,

orogeny and epirogeny, continentai drift, core mobility and other important telluric

phenomena.

    A great advance in the experimental study of the effect of high pressure and

temperature on property changes in rocks has been made by the elaboyate experiments

in U.S.A., such as those of L.H. Adams at the Geophysical Laboratory, and P.W.
Bridgman and F. Birch at E[arvard University. The compressibility of rocks have early

been measured up to some tens of thousands bars of pressure under several hundreds

degrees centigrade, but k is only recently that the velocity of elastic waves in rocks

could be rneasured by the supersonic method up te only several thousands bars under

several hundreds degrees as was done by D. S. Hughes and J. H. Cross at the University

of Texas. As the pressure of 103 bars, 10` bars, and i05 bars correspend roughly to

those prevailing at the depths of 3km, 30km, and 300km respectively below the Eayth's

surface, their respective pressure values tell us also the pressure state at the .foci of

locai shallow earthquakes, large destructive earthquakes, and deep plutonic earthquakes.

For the purpose of studying the nature and occurrence mechanisrn of large destructive

earthquakes !t is desirable to examine by laboratory experiment the change in rock

propeyties under conditions of more than several ten thousands bars of pressure and

one or two thousands degrees centigrade, and property to be examined should contain

the density change, elastlc property, seismic velocity, thermodynamical element, electric

and magnetic property, plastic deformation and mechanism of rupture. These dernands

will be fulfilled as experimental technique advances. But the artificia! arrangement of

rocks in the iaboratory in the state of more than several hundreds of thousand or

•several million bars of pressure and several thousands degrees centigrade to correspond

to the state of material in the lower mantle and core of the Earth's deep interier is

technically almost, if not quite, impossible in spite of the astonishing advance of

modern scientific techniques. On the other hand, the behaviour of materials under these

conditions of very high pressure and temperature such as more than several tens of

millions bars of pressure and degrees of temperatufe can be rather simply and easily

treated from the theoretical side of modern thermodynamics, namely for study on the

intemal state and energetics of the Sun and other stars, the optically and m.agnetically
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variables, the pulsating stars, super-novae and other astrophysical phenomena, the

purely theoretical treatment can be and has been successfully applied. From the cir-

cumstances above stated it may be concluded, if we may be permitted an over-sim-

plification, that pressure and temperature in the Earth's deep interior are too high to

be experimented in the laboratory and too low to be treated by the purely theoretical

thermodynamics of recent development. Therefore, a cornbined methed is naturally

introduced for investigating the nature and behaviour of the material, that is a method

of extrapolation to a higher position of Åíhe experimental data obtained at the lower

pressures and temperatures or to a lower position of the theoretical deductions of modern

thermodynamics for the higher pressures and temperatures along with a suitable method

of combining the results.

    Fortunately, the values of some physical quantities such as density, pressure,

seismic wave velocity and elasticity, even in the deeper part of the Earth can be fairly

accurately determined by various geophysical observations on the Earth's surface, so

that the validity of prospection assumed in various theeretical treatments of the material

in the Earth's deep interior can safely be checked by comparing these theoretically

deduced values with those of physical properties directly observable. Nowever, we

shou!d not confine our studies to this aspect alone or remain satisfied with a good

agreement between theoretically derived geophysical values and those obtained from

geoplrysical field ebservation, but we should advance towards the ideal of deriving a

theory and model of matter which would explain the reason for discontinuity and the

mode of behavi'our of material in the Earth's interior under high pressure and tem-

perature against the internal stress and external force. After these considerations the

nature of earthqttakes and their $ource of energy, the existence of the central core of

the Earth and its mobile propersy, and even the original forrnation of the Earth iÅíself,

may possibly be revealed to us in process of time.

    Concerning studies hitherto made on the Earth's interior along the lines above

stated, l.e., the application oÅí the modern theory of matter to the material in the Earth

uRder high pressures and temperatures in consideratioR of data based on experimenta-

tion and direct geophysical observation, a brief account wil} be given : Early in 1923

E. D. Williamson and L. H. Adams (1) and others discussed the density distribution of

the Earth's interior by taking tl?.e pressttre dependency of density and compressibility

of rock into account, while, on the other hand, H. Haalck (2) introduced, for the

first time, the concept of atomic potential in a simp}e form of interatorr}ic repulsive

force into Åíhe calculation of the relation between the compressibility and pressure of

the material in the Earth. And these two pioneering works, owing to their different

standpoints, are also considered to represent the establishment of the two important

and distinct ways of research on the Earth's interior according to the modern theore-
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tical treatment of state of matter. Namely, the former is the extrapolatien of rock

properties obtained in laboratory experiment to the deeper part of the Earth, while

the !atter examines the valldity of the theory postulated by comparing its deduced

values with those derived from geophysical observation.

    On the most attractive and essential problem of the Earth's core, W. Kuhn and

A. RiStman (3) published in 194! their opinion on the large hydrogen content in the

core, a concept which differs greatly from the ordinary one. K. Sezawa and K. Kanai

(4) treated the problern of the core in a thermodynamical way in 1940 and 1941, and

severai researchers such as J. Lynch (5), H. Lorent (6), A. Eucken (7), A. Mereier

(8), have also taken up the problems of the core in varieus ways. Since 1948 W. H.

Ramsey (9, iO, 11, 12, 13) treated the formation and existence of the core of the Earth

and other planet from the very particular standpoint of the phase transition of matter

by pressure only, and discussed the existential condition of the central core in each

solar planet and the difference of their mean densities. In 1952 H. Miki compared

(14) the degrees of stabillty between the three phases of solid, liquid and gas as

being the state of the Earth's core from the standpoint of statistical mechanics. On

the property of the mantle F. Birch applied since i935 (15, 16, 17, 18) the F. D.

Murnaghan theory of 6nite strain to the Earth's interior with the consideration of date

derived from laboratory experiments under high pressure, and treated various problems

of the Tnantle. Y. Shimazu and H. Takettchi also treated the problem ef the Earth's

interior since 1949 (19, 20) according to the Murnaghan theory of finite strain, and

Y. Shimazu (21, 22) published corr}prehensive papers for study of state of materials

composing the Earth's lnterior from the standpoints ef the finite strain theory and

the comparative method with meteorite constituents.

    On the density distributien of thse Earth's interior, K. E. Bullen has been very

actively developing his theory since 1936 (23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30) and W. M.

E}sasser (31), H. Miki (32), and ethers have also been treating the problem of density

distributien from approach of statistical mechanics. In connection with Bullen's

density disÅíribution a brilliant work on the theory of Earth tides was made by K.

Takeuchi in 1950 (2e).

    Concerning the problem of temperature distribution within the Earth, many studies

have been made from various standpoints, aRd here the researchers direct}y connected

with Åíhe Earth's interior may be mentioned. F. Birch (33), I{. P. Coster (34), W. D.

Urry (35), A. E. Benfield (36), E. C. Bullard (37), A. E. Verhoogen (38), R. J. Uffen

(39), T. Ril<itake (4e), 3. A. Jakobs (41, 42), N. Miki (43) aBd others have been

making great contribtitions to the study of thermal states within the Earth. Lastly,

in the recent development in theories on the origin of the main geemagnetic fieid and

its secular variation, we are greatly indebted to W. M. Elsasser (44, 45, 46, 47) and
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E. C. Bulland (48, 49) whose theories were fairly we!l ascertained by ll[. '1['akeuchi

and Y. Shimazu (50, 52) from the standpoint ef a self-exclting process ln the rncftgneto-

hydrodynamics within the core. In connection with geomagnetism, the e!ectric pro-

perties of the Earth's interior were, recently investigated in detail by T. Rikitake (52).

    Under the circurastances above stated, the various problems concerning the state

and nature of rnateriai in the Earth's interior will be taken in our series of iRvestiga-

tions and will be treated from the theoreticai point of view in consideration of tlie data

obtained in }aboratory experiments and geophysical fie!d observations. In the present

articie the data obtained in !aboratory experiments on the elastic properties of roclg

are discussed, comparing with those derived from the ob$ervaticn of natural earth-

quakes. And the conclusions are applied to the problem of the elastic state of the

Earth's mantle, along with some considerations on its constitution.

2. Corrspressibility ef rocks and the Earth's interior

    The velocities oÅí seismic waves in the Earth's interior have been investigated

more and more in detail since the days of E. Wiechert (53); and, except in some par-

ticular points, the values recently obtained by M. Jeffreys (54), B. Gutenberg and

C. E Richter (55), and B. Gutenberg (56) general!y show a fairly good agreement.

    From the data obtained by the analysis of seismic waves, we can derive both

denslty and the elastic constants at any point in the Earth, under the assumption that

the material in the Earth is in a state of cempression by the weight of the everlying

material; that is,

                                 do o dP                                 aVR !='ikl' urR• (i)

                                 dP                                 dpmR = V gP, (2)

where P, le, p, and g are the pressure, bulk modulus, density and gravity acceleration

respective!y at a point of distance R from the Earth's centre.

    The above relations were first applied by L. H. Adams and E. j]>. Wiliiamson

(1) and recently by K. E. Bullen (28).

    And le/,o in equation (1) ls, on the other hand, expressed by the velocities of the

seismic P and S w.ftves as follows :

                                v, =- Vfe {- ird3, (3)
                                         ,
                                y,- V It-, (4)
                                      l
                                S-= Yp2-gV,2, (s)
                                ,
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where Vp, Y,, and pt denote the velocity of the P wave, S wave and modulus of

rigidity respectively. Therefore, the density, pressure and elastic constants at any depth

in the Earth's interlor wil! be expressed as some function of radius R when the tem-

perature of the Earth is not high.

    On the ether hand, many laboratory experiments were made to examine the effect

of pressure upon the elasticity of roc!<s and the results thus obtained were compared

with those of the seismic data.

    In thls case, there always remains the problem as to what sort of rock each layer

of crust and the mantle are composed of. From the geological standpoint, recl< of the

olivine system which contains a great quantity of Mg strongly combined with isolated

SiOctetrahedron is considered to foyrn the lower part ef the Earth's crust, and, as the

layers go up in the crust, rock abundant of SiO, compounds with Ca and Fe as well

as pyroxene groups (mainly of di- and tri-silicates) are found to prevail. The upper

part of the crust is generally composed of granitic rock containing Na and K. With

regard to the materia! underlying the crust, some geologists insist oR the existence of

basaltic rock under the granitic crust, while others assert eclogite as the under crustal

material. It is natural to suppose that the rock undey the crust may be considerably

deformed by pressure ; therefore, the material under the crgst may possibly be treated

as in a pseudo-crystalline or vitreous, glassy state. On the constituents and system

of rocks composing the layers of the crust and the upper part of the mantle some

detailed treatment will be made in a succeeding article in relation to the geophysical

<geodetic, seismic and meteoritic) investigations of tlie nature and behaviour of the crust.

    In the present artlcle the problem wil} be treated under the slmple assumptions

that the material of the crust is mainly granitic and gabbreic, and that underlying

the crttst is dunite. These assumptions are generally adopted in various aspects of

seismo!ogy, geology, rnineralogy and the study of meteorites. M. Jeffreys pointed out

the fact in his paper in 1952 (57) that the lncreasing degree ef seismic wave velecity

observed in the upper mantie differs greatly Åírom that deduced in Iaboratory experi-

ments on the effects of high pressure en the property of rocks. Near tlae surface of

the mantle at some 30 km depth and under the pressure of 10` bars the value of dfe/dP

calculated from the data of seismic wave velocity obtained by K. Jeffreys (54) and B.

Gutenberg (56) are

                                    dfe                                    EzpT = 4 -v6• ( 6 )

On the other hand, the value of dle/dP obtained frcrn the laboratory experiments on

dunite (mainly cornposed of ol2vine) by L. H. Adams (58) is as the mean value be-

tween the pressure condition of 2000-v12,OOO bars

                                   dle                                   d-p-n-'20. (7)
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 This discrepancy is not attributable to the difference between the effect of temperature

 distribuÅíion usually assumed in the Earth's interior upon values obtained from the

 seismic waves and the effect oi room temperature upon the iaboratoery experiment.

 Jeffreys suggested the following three effects as the pessible cause of the discrepancy:

 (i) A rapid decrease in the increasing rate of elasticity with increasing pressure ; (ii)

 An anomalous increase in the effect of temperature upon elasticity with depth ; (iii) An

increase in the degree of admixture of low velocity materia} with depth. In this

article this discrepancy will be treated below.

    On laboratory experiments on the effects oÅí pressure and temperature on the elas-

ticity of reck, many elaborate works have been fnade by L. H. Adams and his col-

laborators (58, 59), Zisman (60), Ide (61), Bridgman (62, 63), Birch and his coliaborators

(16, 17, 18), and Hughes (64, 65). Through their experiments, many important pro-

perties of rock under high pressure have gradualiy beeR found, such propertles as

the rapid increase in rock-elasticity by pressures up to 2,OOO bars and over that

pressttre a somewhat slow increase, and a hysteresis phenomenon of rock deforma-

tion under a low pressure. Zisman examined the difference of property in direction,

the hysteresis effect and the relation between the elastic constant and the frequency

of appiied force. Ide reported a considerable effect of hysteresis in his experiment on

the change of dilatational velocity with temperature. Recently Hughes and Cross (65),

investigated the rock-elasticity by applying the supersonic wave in the range of up

to 5,OOO bars-pressure and 3000C-temperature. In his experiment it wa$ clearly ob-

served Åíhat the mode of change of elastic wave velocity with pressure and temperature

is classified iRto two parts. Namely, the velocity of elastic wave of rock increases

rapidly with pressure up to nearly 2,OOO bars and then slowiy and llnearly increases

in the pressure range over 2,OOO bars as seen in Fig. 1.

    They exp}alned the rapid increase of wave velocity in the low pressure range as

derived from the effect of a compression of the pore spaces in rock and the s!ow and

linear increase in high pressure range as the normal and reversible change of wave

velocity with pressure. In his paper it is reported that the frequency effect above

described is negligibly small.

    It is easily understood froin the above-mentioned complexity of rock under high

pressure and temperature that it is a very dithcult task to compare the data obtained

by laboratory experiments wlth seismometric and other observational data from the

Earth's interior. In other werds, the application and extension of the know}edge on

rocl<s derived from iaboratory experiments to the interpretation of any property of

the real existing rr}atter in the Earth's deep interior shottld cautiously be made under

the consideration of difference of strllcture, chemical composition, physical state and

other various circumestances in both cases.
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the writer tries to examine the variation ef elastic constants due to pressure on}y,

eliminating the effect of porosity and temperature.

    Among the various conditions affecting the elasticity of rock, the existence of

porosity is generaily considered and experimentally ascertained as one of the most

essential. The pore spaces in rock are considered to originate from the circu;r}stances

in the epoch of reck formation. Namely, of the sedimentary rock,a considerable amount

of pore spaces is inevitable as the sedimentary rock is forined under very low pressure,

and also the igneous rock may have derived from the ejection and pool of gas con-
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tained in the liquid state during the period ef rock-solidification. Even in a single

crystal cf natural quartz rnany cracks and pore spaces are frequently found. Thus all

rocks are generally considered to be more or less porous material and thelr elasticity

depends largely on the amount and manner of distribution of porosity. In the process

of rock compression under increasing hydrostatical pressure, the pore space would,

at first, become deformed and the main substance wottld suffey little compression.

Therefore, the compressibility of rock measured in the laboratory is considered to show

apparenÅíly a censiderably large value in the range of initiaBow pressure and gradually

to approach the small real value after the stage of pore space disappearance. These

effects are shown in Hughes' experiment on the variation of elastic wave ve}ocity with

pressure and, in his case, the effect of pore space was estimated to be negligibly

small over the range of pyessure of 2,OOO bars. And, on the other hand, what are the

practical effects of pore space on the elastic property of the material in the Earth's

interior? To what depth of layer in the Earth is estimated the existence of infiuential

pore space? As a natural consequence of Hughes' and other laboratory experiments,

the effect of pore space upon various properties of rock is roughly considered to be

infiuential upon the crustal layer down to nearly 5km in hydrcstatic pressure ef 2,eOO

bars, and ineffective for the deeper part ef crust and mantle. But, Åírom another point

of view, the enclosed volatile constituents in the deep crttstal layer and the upper

mantle may exert the same influence as the pore space upon various properties of the

materiai in the Earth's interior. This effect is moreover compl2cated by the condition

of high temperature, and renders the problem ef the properties of material in the Earth

more mtrlcate.

    Next, the phenomena of hysteresis observed in the laboratory ex. periment of rock

wili be mentioned. Ide and Zisman reported the conclusioti that the hysteresis of rock

under changes in pressure of up to 2,OOO bars and temperatures within several hundreds

degrees may mainly be attributab}e to the existence of pore space, contrary to the

normal hysteresis caused by the so-called plastic fiow. The deformation by pressure

of cavity artlficlally prepared in glass and granite was experimentally examined by

Byidgrnan (63) and a certain kind of rupture was observed areund the cavity. The

sarne kind of rupture of micro-cracks as in Bridgman's case would probably be found

around the pore spaces in rock in the high pressure experiment. en this point the

following rough estimation may be useful. From the laboratory experiment, the amount

ef pore spaces ln rock is ascertained to be greatly decreased at the pressure of some

2,OOO bars. And then the deformation of rock cavities is calculated from the stand-

point of the theory of perfect elasticity. In this case the mutual distance of small

cavities in the perfectly elastic rock is assumed to be very much large compared with

Åíhe radius of cavity. And then a spherical surface oÅí suitably large radius which
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 contains only one cavity at its centre can easily be imagined. And the pressure exerted

 on the spherica} surface thus lmagined is safely assumed to be the same as that

 hydrostatically applied to the rock-sample. In this case the radial displacement u at

 the point of distance r from the centre in the sphere is given by the fo}lowing (cf.

A. E. H. Love (66)):

                      U "= c3nv21:.IT2iO)3ki3-r,a) r"- 4ptr(ir3130})i ;,3) sil,i, (s)

 where Po denotes the external pressure, 7,,pt Lame's elastic censtants, ri and ro the

 radius of cavity and radius of the sphere respectively. In case when re>>ri, the terms

higher than (ri/r,)2 can be neglected in a first approximation, and in this case the

vo!ume change of cavity does not depend upon the va!ue of the radius. Taking tlae

bulk modulus and rigidity of roel< as some 10'2 and 5.20iic.g.s., the volume change

of cavity by the pressure of 2,OOO bars is estimated to be about 2 percent of the

originai volume of cavity. Under these circumstances the pressure of some 105 bars

 shouid be applied for reducing the caviÅíy-vo!ume to one haif. Frorn these calcula-

tions it is safely concluded that the formation of small ruptures and micyo-cracks around

the pore spaces in rock play an important role in the process of compression by high

pressure and the phenomena of hysteresis in the laboratory experiment, especially within

the range of pressttre up to some 2,OOO bars.

    ConcerRing the hysteresis of rock caused by ternperature-change, Ide (61) proposed

a theory that the hysteresis of ree}< is caused by the formation ef pore spaces in

rock due to the directional difference of thermal expansion of constituent minerals.

From Ide's interpretation and the above-mentioned consideration, the hysteresis of

rock under the change of pressure and temperature should generally be related to

the formation and defermation of pore spaces in rock in the experirr}ental range of

pressures up to 2,OOO bars and temperatures up to 3000C. Irreversible phenomena

other than hysteresis caused by the effect of viscosity, etc., have net yet been

investigated ln detail in laboraÅíory experiments and these are necessary for c!arifying

the nature and behaviour of rock under high pressure and temperature. On the other

hand, the property of irreversibility of the material in the Earth's interior has been

studied by some researchers and it was reported by H. Jeffreys (54) from the study

on the attenuation of energy oÅí seismic waves that the irreversibility phenomena were

scarcely observed in the mant}e in case oÅí wave propagatien of short period such as

seismic waves. Thereiore, also on the prob}em of hysteresis and other irreversible

phenomena, the direct application of the results obtained in the laboratory experiment

of rock ttnder high pressure and temperature to the interpretation of the nature and

behaviour of materia} in the Earth's interior should be made more and more cautiously.

    Next, with yegard to the 2mportant problem of effect of the frequency of the applied
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force upon the value of rock properties measured in the laboratory experiment, the

measurement on changes of rock properties by applying a force of variab}e frequency

on the same sample of rock could hardly be found, especially under the conditions

of varying pressures and temperatures. It is very important and essentia! in the

investigation of the nature and behaviour of materials in the Earth's interior to clayify

the difference ef rock properties measured by, for example, supersonic waves, natura}

seisrnic waves, static or loRg continuing and one-directional forces, and to eperate the

experiment under high pressures and temperatures. Such experiments are urgently

needed, for the deveiopment of Earth science.

    As above stated there remaiR many important and critical unsolved problems such

as the hysteresis, the frequency-effect, and others iR the research field of the applica-

Åíion ef rock-experiment results to the Earth's interior. But in the present treatment

we shal} confine ouyse}ves to the effect of pore space upoR the elasticity oÅí rock and

put aside the other effects until they are fully measured by laboratory experiments in

a near future.

    From the standpolnt of statistical mechanics in the theory of selids, the bu}k modulus

of sing!e crystals is generally supposed to be expressed by two terms. One term is

derived from the mutual action of atoms at their mean positien, and the other from

the vibration in thermal agitation of atoms around their mean positions. The former

depends only on the specific volume of substance, and the latter on both temperature

and specific volume. The contributioR of the former to the bulk modulus of solids is

much larger than the latter at lew temperatures such as room temperature, and under such

circumstances, the bulk modulus of a single crystal depends only upon its specific volume

and is independent of its temperature. Of the polycrystalline substances, the effect

upon the bulk modulus by the mosaic structure should be added to the above-described

terms. In this case, as the effect by the mosaic structure, the effects derived from the

directionality of constituent single crystals, the impurity at the grain boundary, the

lattice-deÅíect and other wil} be considered. These effects are supposed to have little

influence upon the bulk moduius of such substances as the metal, for example, whose

structure is undiyectional and cempact in grain-boundary. But in the case of rocks of

comp}ex structure, the effect of the mosaic structure should net be neglected. These

effects are considered to be also related, in an approximation, to the $pecific volumes

of rocl<s as deduced from their energetical consideration if not irreve$ible.

    The effect of the existence of pore space upon the bulk modulus of rock has

certainly no simple relatlon Åíe the specific volume of the rock as the changes of pore

space comprise an irreversible process. Therefore, from the reasoning rnentioned above

it is possible to state that the effect of temperature and pore space upon the bulk

modulus of rocks which are supposed to be very complex in nature will certainly be
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 investigated by analysing the deviation from the normal and simple relation of the

 bulk modu!us with its specific volume obtained from laboratory experiment. Under these

 assumptions, the re}ations between the bulk modulus and density (reciprocal of specific

 volume) were investigated with the data of elastic wave ve}ocity of granite and dunite

 obtained from laboratory experiments under high pressures and temperatures by D. S.

 Hughes and J. H. Cross (65). In Fig. 2 the relations of the bulk modulus with the

 density are shown with respect to granite and dunite which were calculated Åírom

 Hughes' results. It ought to be mentioned that the values of density and bulk modulus

 shown in this figure were calculated from the follewing relations :

                                    ap le                                    Zi,?Jo=?J' (9)
                                    g=- v,2-gv.2. "o)
                                     l

 As in Hughes' paper only the values of pressure, temperature and their corres-

 ponding values of elastic wave velocity were specified, the values of ,o were obtained by

calculating grst the values of k/,o from the values of Vp and V. by (10) and then

integrating equation (9). And the value of k was calculated by (10) for the known

value of p. Moreover in the caiculation the coeMcients of tlie cubical thermal e: pansion

 (a) of roÅëk at zero pyessure were to be assumed and, in this case, the values of a of

2.4Å~10-5 and 2.7Å~10-5 were adopted for granite and dunite respectively (cf. Birch (67)

and Landolt-B6rnstein (68)). It s!iould be remarked here that the above two equations

(9) and (iO) are safely applied to the case of isotropic and perfect elastic material,

and its app}ication to the reai rock, especially to the porous and imperfect elastic rock

under low pressure, shogld be made very cautiously. But in the present treatment, the

above equations were tentatively and sukably used for the purpose of determining

the pressure-limit of the effect of pore space for the rock-elasticity.

    As seen in Fig. 2 the bulk moduli of granite at various temperatures are simpie

and linear}y related to the density under high pressure. In granite the bulk modulus

depends only on the density over the pressure ef 2,OOO bars. In dunite the curves of

bulk modulus at various temperatures also have a common asymptotic line under the

high pressure range of over 5,OOO bars, and these asymptotic lines in both cases of

granite and dunite are certainly supposed to express the behaviour of bulk modulus

which is a function of only one parameter of density. Name!y, taking the pressure

of 2,OOO bars for granite and 5,OOO bars for dunite as a critical pressure, 2t is rough}y

stated that the behaviour of rock with respect ta its buik modulus may conventionally

be divided into two parts, namely, the low pressure range affected mainly by pore
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space and the high pressure range dependlng upon the interatomic potential. Practically,

an asymptotic line will easily be found in the data over the pressure of 2,OOO bars

in the case ef granite, but for dunite it is somewhat dithcult to draw such a definite

line as in the case of granite. In the case of dunite a line was tentaÅíively drawn by

connecting each value of le at their uppermost pressure (5,OOO bars). From these

consi' derations the values of dk/d,o for both rocks were calculated as follows:
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                          dk                          d-.-Ttf2•O'10i2 c.g.s. (for granite), (11)
                           i
                          dfe                          -d-.N"v2.2•10i2 c.g.s. (for dunite). (12)
                           `
From these values the values of dle/dP are calculated as fo}lows:

                          dle                          mp' '7 (for granite), (13)
                          dk                          nd'wwp-N4 (for dunite). a4)

It ought to be remarked that these values may be altered by some twenty percent by

applyiRg different values of the thermal expansion coeMcient of rock, the measured

values of which are greatly diverse from each other even for rocks with the same

name of granite or dunlte.

    From the above argument it will safely be said that the bulk modulus of rocks

under a certain high pressure beyond the critical point may approximately be treated

as that governed by an ordinary theory of perfect elasticity. Namely, the bulk modu!us

of rock in this case is considered to be derived mainiy from the effect ef interatomic

or interionic aetion and partly frem that caused by mosaic structure. From these

reasons the relation of the bulk modulus of rock to its pressure will conv`eniently be

compared with those for single crystailine metarials. Lazarus (69) measured the

adiabatic bulk modulus of single crystal of alkali-halide under the pressure ttp to

10,OOO bars and obtained the following relations:

                              dle                              d-pfe6 (for NaCl), (ls)

                              dle                              d-pfikf8 (for KCI). a6)

Bridgman (70) also measured the isothermal compressibility of single crystal of a-

quartz up to the pressure of leO,OOO bars and obtained the result that

                              (S/ili)p..,f f5 (for quartz)• (i7)

The following value for the single crystal of MgO was calcttlated under the assump-

tion that the bulk moduls depends only upoR the density, as deduced from the data

obtained by Durand (71) in his experiment on Åíhe temperature dependency of bulk

modulus of MgO.

                              dk                              d-tfs4 (for MgO). . (18)

The above values of dfe/dP are not infiuenced by the effect of mosaic structure
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and they will be useful, to a certain degree, for the investigation of the bulk modulus

of granite and dunite in which the contribution from the mosaic structure is considered

to be partial. • The mean vaiue of dle/dP above obtained is

                                   dle                                    d-p=4thv8• (19)

In these cases the bulk modulus is derived on!y from the interionic action, and the ob-

talned values are nearly of the same order of magnitude as those of granite and dunite.

From these comparisons it will correct}y, in the present approximation, be interpreted

that the bulk moduli of granite and dunite in the pressure range beyond the critical

point shown in Fig. 2 are main!y centributed by the interionlc potential. In particular,

as the bulk modulus of dunite is explained to be derived from the muÅíual action of

Mg-O and Si-O, the accordance of the value of dle/dP of dunite with those obtained

from the single crystais of MgO and quarÅíz is favourable for the interpretation.

    From the standpoint of the theory of solids, the interatomic potential tu can be

assumed as:

                                       AB                                   di =gi,in+g'n', (20)

where s i$ the interatomic distance and A, B, m, n are certain constants proper to

the material. Ramsay (12) obtained the following relation as deduced from the above

potentia! :

                                S--tt- -= -g-(m g-n+ 6) . (21)

For the case of dunite in which the mutuai action of Mg-O, Si-O is assumed, the

numerals are reasenabiy assigned as m=1 for Cou!omb potential and n==7 after

Born (72) for exchange force of Ne-nucleus in both cases of Mg and Si, and the

calculated value is

                                    dd.$.--4--s. (22)

This value is nearly equal to that obtained for dunke. And on the other hand, it is

to be emphasized that near!y the same value is also obtained from the fiRite strain

theory of Murnaghan (73) as extended by Blrch (15). From these considerations it

is approximately concluded that the bulk modulus over the critica} pressure shown in

Fig. 2 is derived from the rnain contribntion of the mutua! action between ions and

partially from the effect of the mosaic structure, and in this case the effects by hy-

steresis and temperature are negligibly small.

    It is an important fact that both the bulk moduius and dlg/dp have a single rela-

tion with the density at the pressute of over 2,OOO bars in the case of granite as seen
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in Fig. 2a, and, on the other hand, in the case of dunite only the bulk modulus depends

approximately on the denslty at the pressure oÅí over 2,OOO bars but not so for dle/d,o.

Namely, the asymptotic llnes for the values of bulk modulus at various temperatures

for dunite do net coverge so well to a common line even at the pressure of ever 5,OOO

bars as shown in Fig. 2b. This tells us that the effect of pore space upon the values

ef bulk modulus and dfe/d,o becomes negligibly small at the pressure of over 2,OeO bars

ln the case of granite, but it persists at higher pressures in the case of dunite,

especlally for the value of dle/dp. And as the diminutioR of the pere space is caused

by some processes ef rupture, the effect above stated for every rock is intimately related

with their own breaking strength. In simple calculation, the maximum stress difference

at the boundary ef a small spherical pore is roughly estimated as 3Pe/2 when the

hydrostatic pressure Po is exerted on the mother body (cf. Love (66)). From the

calculation, the stress difference around the pere space is roughly estimated as 3,OOO bars

in the case of extemal pressure of 2,OOO bars. The so-called breaking strength of

ordinary rocks is less than 3,OOO bars, but this strength represents a value of breaking

strength at the weakest point and besides the exerting pressure in the measurement

is not hydrostatical. As the shape ef a pore space !s actual!y never spherical, the

above argument is not necessarily accurate quantitatively, but it may be concluded

that it necessitates a very much higher stress difference than the breaking strength to

crush the all pore spaces and eliminate lts effect for the elasticity of rock. The

breaking strength for granite is estimated to be generally lower than that for dunite,

so that the pore space will be reduced greatly by a comparatively lower pressuye ln

the case of granite, but in the case of dunite the higher pressure, perhaps up to 10,OOO

bars, will be required for reducing the pore space. As stated above, it is not only

natural to examine the relation between the bulk moduius and density in order to

eliminate the effect of temperatuye and porosity, but there is another advantage. Namely,

as seen in Fig. 2, the density of dunite in this diagram covers a range four times as

large as that in thek-vP-diagram. And really the value of dfe/d,o, which is little in-

fluenced by the effect of porosity and temperature, is more accurately calculated from

the fe--.p-diagram compared with that derived frem the k-vP-diagram, because the

inclination (dle/dp) of an asyrnptotic line to any curve iR the le-vp-diagram is uniquely

determined under the condition of no intersection of the asymptote with the other curves.

    Concerning the problem of temperature, the coethcient of thermal expansion is a

subject of irnportance. From the values of the bulk modulus oÅí dunite at various

temperatures shown in Fig. 2b, it is experimenta!ly concluded that the bulk modulus

at a hlgh temperature, in case of the same density, has a larger value than that at a

low tefnperature. This means that the decreasing rate of thermal expansion ceeMcient

with pressure is smaller than the increasing rate of bulk moduius with pressure. 'Irhat
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is, the product of the thermal expansion coeMcient by bulk modulus is an increasing

function of pressure. On the contrary, the coedicient of thermal expansion decreases

with pressure more rapid}y than does compressibility Åíor ordinary substances, as

shown by Bridgman (62). This tendency will be rnainly due to poyosity and this is

the reason why it is more reasonable Åío determine dle/dP from the re!ation of density-

bulk modulus than from the relation of pressure-bulk medulus.

    In summarizing the present section, it may be conc!uded that, in the determination

of the pressure coeMcient (dfe/dP) for the bulk modulus of rock in the range of high

pressure of more than severa! thousands bars, the use of a fe-vp-diagram is more

natural and accurate than the direct appiication of a Je-vP-diagram and that the value

of dfe/dP thus obtained from the data of rock-experlments is in a good agreement with

that derived from the observed data of seismic waves.

3. Rigidity oÅí rocks ana the Earth's interior

    As in case of the bu!k modulus, the rigidity of rocks will greatly be infiuenced

by the existence of micro-pore spaces, especially in the range of low externai pressure.

The same rnethod, as in the case of the bulk rnodulus, was applied te the experimenta!

rock data for the purpose of determining the pressure coethcient of rigidity of rocks

(dpt/dP). Namely, instead ef the direct determination of dpt/dP, the re!ation between

the rigidity anddensity (dptld,o) was conveniently calculated, but in the present case

it was not so successfully and accurately determined as in the case of the bulk modulus.

The cause of failure may partly be attributable to the greater uncertainty in the deter-

minatien of the shear wave velocity (V,) compared with that of dilatational wave (Vp)

in the case of reck-experiments, and partly to the stronger influences by tempeyature,

viscosity, porosity, etc. upon the value and behaviour of the rigidity of rock com-

pared with those upon the bulk modulus. Frorn the rnodern theory of solids, the nature

and state equation with regard to the rigidity is more complicatedly connected with

the temperature, viscosity, and other complex quantities compared with those ln the

case of the bulk modultts, and for these reasons, the problem on the nature and be-

haviour of the rigidity of the material in the Earth's interior and their relation to

the experimental data of roÅëks will be studied separately in a forthcoming paper

from a special standpoint reasonabiy assumed.

    In the present sectioR sorne problems on the ratio of bglk modulus te rigidity and

on the pressure coeMcient of the dllatational wave velocity (dVp/dP) will be treated.

The ratio of bulk modulus to r2gidity (le/pt) is simply derived from the values of

velocities of both dilatationa! and shear waves as fol}ows :

                           vp=Vle"-ge/3• vs"VII'l• (23)
                                     iI
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                             ..fe..rm=-(wwVye;.)2-g. (24)

Thus, in the treatment of isotropic and perfect elasticity, the valtte of k/pt is slmply

derived from the ratio Vp/V, and can be conveniently discussed without any
knowledge of the density distribution of the Earth's interior. Practically, the value

of fe/pt in the range oÅí the Earth's mantle is shown in Fig. 4 from the materials by

H. Jeffreys (54). The curves vsTere previously published in 1951 (74) by the writer

and discussed in some detail. And on the other hand, the va}ues of le/pt plotted

against pressure, which were calculated frorn the experimental data by D. S. Hughes

and J. H Cress (65), are shown in Fig. 3.
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    As seen in Fig. 3, the value of le/pt increases in the range of low pressure, b"t

beyond the pressure of 2,OOO bars, it becomes nearly constant or rather slightly de-

creases with the increase of pressure for both cases of granite and dunite. In the

range of high pressure the values of k/pt determined irom the rock-experiment are
estimated to be nearly

                              -k-A2.s (for granite), (25)
                              pt

                             k•N--2.s (for dunite). (26)
                              it`

On the other hand, the value of fe/pt obtained from Jeffreys' velocity distribution is
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       Fig. 4. I)istribution of the values of VJ), Vs, and le1nc in the Earth's mantle.

estimated to be nearly 1.8 at the mantle surface as shown in Fig. 4. The inconsistency

betweeR the values ef le/pt obtained from the rock-experiment and seismic observation

is considered to be caused from various sources and its solution will offer an important

key towards c}arifylng the problem on the character of rigidity distribution of the

Earth's interior aRd especially the existence of a central core of zero rigidity. Recently

P. W. Bridgman (75) has found a layge increase in rigidity at pressures ef about

85,OOO atm. in the course of rock-experiments on dunite. The pressure of 85,OOO atm.

corresponds to that at the depth of about 250 krr} in the Earth, and the so-called 130-

discontinuity is also estimated to lie at that depth in the Earth's mantle. From the

reasons above described and other reasons the problem on the character of rigidity in

the Earth's interior is considered to be an important and essential item of research,

and it wlll be treated separately in a near future in a forthcoming article.
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    In addition, the pressure coethcient of Vp will be discussed to some extent in the

following, putting aside the problem of Y.. In Fig. 5, the relation between Vp (the

dilatational wave veiocity) and ,o (density) which are derived from Hughes' rock-

experiment previously mentioned (65). This figure corresponds to Fig. 2 which

represents the relation between bulk rnodu!us and density. All curves at different

temperatures converge to an asymtotic line which is approximately represented by a

!ine cennecting the points at 5,OOO bars. This fact is reasonably interpreted, as in

case of the bulk modulus, from the effect that the repulsive forces between the con-
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stituent lons in the rocks become more and more predominant compared with the effects

of porosity and temperature. From the gradient of the asymptote, we obtain:

                     dYp                     -aff-fy5km/sec.g/cm3 (for granite), (27)
                       i
                     ddVpPs\6km/sec.g/cm3 (for dunite), (28)

which correspond respectively to

                                                    '
                     dVp                     -d-p NNO.2km/sec, 10` bars (for granite), (29)

                     dVp                          sO.lkm/sec. 10` bars (for dunite). (3e)                      dP

It ought to be remarked that the values above obtained may be altered by somewhat

20 percent, owing to the uncertainty of the thermal expansien coeMcients, as in case

of the bulk modu!us. On the other hand, from the observed velocity of seismic waves

by H. Jeffreys and by B. Gutenberg, the foliowing value is estlmated at the depth of

300 km :

                           ddVpPfvO.lkm/sec. 10` bars. (31)

The value is ina good agreement with that obtained in (30). Accordingly the pressure

coeMcient of the velocity of dilatatlonal seismic wave is correctly determined from the

data of rock-experiments by the process of calculating first the value of dYp/dp and

then converting it to the vaiue of dVp/dP, as in case of the determination of pressure

coeficient of bulk modttlus. In both cases, the influences of temperature, poroslty,

viscosity, etc. upon the determination of the pressure coethcient of the bulk modulus

and the dilatational wave velocity of rocks are considered to be favourably minimized

by the above-described method of analysis. In fact, the value of dVp/dP obtained

from Fig. ib is twice larger than that obtained Åírom Fig. 5b for dunite, and for

the case of granite, the valttes obtained from Fig. Ia and Fig. 5a are ln a good

agreement.

4. Summary
    The change with pressure of elasticity of rock obtained from laboratory experi-

ments was discussed with reference to those derived from the analysis of velocity

distribtttion of seismic waves ln the Earth's interior. Putting aside the pyeblem of

the rigidity of rocl<s, the pressure coethcient of the bulk modulus and the dilatational

wave velocity, which were determined from the data of rock-experiment by the present

process of treatment of the data on the bulk modulus and dilatational wave velocity

of rock with respect to the density instead of the pressure itself, were ascertained to
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 be in a fairly geod agreement with the values derived from the observation of seismic

 waves. It can safely be said that the various effects caused by temperature, porosity,

 viscosity, etc. upon the characters of rock-elastieity were minimized in the present

method of analysis, and in this way, the marked discrepancy with respect to the

pressure coethcient of elasticity hitherto discussed, between the valttes obtained from

the rock-experiment and the values obtained from the seismic waves in the Earth's

interior was certainlyreconciled. On the other hand, the character of rigidity is cbn-

sidered to be very complicated compared with that of bulk modulus. Since its in-

vestigation is certainly important for the solution of many essential problems of the

Earth's interior, the problem on rigidity will be discussed separately in a forthcoming

paper. -
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